
Day 3:
Movement

Whoo Hoo it’s DAY 3 on Creating Space for Your Abundant Life, and boy are we 

creating space!!!! From physical space to digital, now were going to create 

MOVEMENT! Thats right! So… 

 

We are becoming aware of the elements in our home, walking into a room like you 

would for the first time and immediately feeling the energy of the room. Ask yourself 

what in this room is not serving me in increasing my energy and vibration? You will be 

pulled to it, remove the item from the room and go in there again and do the same 

thing. 

 

Now, look in the room and see if you have any elements of movement within the room. 

 

Wood, Plants, Water, Light, Mirror, Crystals, Flowers, Music / Sound, "fire" (Candles, 

Incense, Sage) 

 

Now in one of the spaces you cleared we are placing that intentional energy to obtain 

what we want by the next couple of days to come in symbolized by an element of 

movement. So choose an item from above and place in that room. This will create 

movement within your environment so the energy is continually flowing easily and 

effortlessly.   

 

This can be hard as you might have a sentimental emotion attached to this item. (In my 

live I will give you some tips to clear the energy of an object BUT this is not an excuse 

not to get rid of the item)  
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1) Sit with the item, hold the item, is it uncomfortable? Do you feel anxious? Dense? 

Light? Happy? Joyous? 

2) Does this item bring excitement into my life? 

3) Do I constantly use this item? 

4) Does this item elevate my energy and aligned with my goals? 

 

If there is 1 NO, you need to remove the item from your environment.   

 

(Note: you do not have to go out and buy anything, utilize what you have in your house, 

were creating movement) 

 

OPTIONAL: 

 

Go to a new place, a new environment that you have never experienced before. You're 

breaking that pattern, you’re experiencing new energies and just FEELing what it feels 

like to be in this “new” space 

 

If you choose to go into a different environment today, comment on how you’re feeling, 

what is different here? What did you immediately notice when you walked in? Likes? 

Dislikes? Did you start a convo? Let us know! 

 

Were in the home stretch everyone, remember to check in with yourself making sure 

your intended goal is truly what you want and excites you in obtaining it. Connect with 

the feeling of that goal and fill the voided spaces were clearing out with this feeling to 

be able to receive.   

 

LET'S DO THIS!!!! 
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